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09:00 Keynote Speaker: Emre Ugur, Bogazici University, Istanbul
Learning to IMAGINE and condition the Action Consequences in Robotic Manipulation
10:00 SECURE students’ presentations:
• Chandrakant Bothe:
Language Learning for Safety during Human-Robot Interaction
• Alessandra Rossi:
Investigating human perceptions of trust in robots for safe HRI in home
environments
10:30 Coffee break
11:00 SECURE students’ presentations (continuation):
• Phuong D.H. Nguyen:
Toward Robots with Peripersonal Space Representation for Adaptive
Behaviors

• Marie Charbonneau:
On improving the coping capacities of whole-body controllers for humanoid
robots
• Francois Foerster:
Investigation on the Neuronal Mechanisms Involved in Accessing Learned
Information in the Human Brain
• Mohammad Thabet:
Sample-efficient Deep Reinforcement Learning with Imaginary Rollouts for
Human-Robot Interaction
12:00 APRIL students’ presentations:
• Pontus Loviken:
Fast Online Model Learning for Controlling Complex Real-World Robots
• Mina Marmpena:
Robotic emotional body language generation with variational autoencoders
12:30 Lunch
13:30 Keynote Speaker: Michael Spranger, SONY CSL, Tokyo
Autonomous Meaning Creation
14:30 APRIL students’ presentations (continuation):
• Bahar Irfan:
Multi-modal Personalisation in Long-Term Human-Robot Interaction
• Alexandre Antunes:
Hierarchical recurrent neural networks for action and language grounding
15:00 Coffee break
15:30 Poster Spotlight
16:00 Poster Session
• Alexis Billier:
Design of a robotic hand using the push-pull cable technology
• Oksana Hagen:
Automatic discovery of priors for robotic learning

• Egor Lakomkin:
Spoken Emotion Recognition with Deep Neural Networks for Human-Robot
Interaction
• Gregorios Skaltsas:
Can Human Physiological Data be used to Safely Adapt Robot Behaviour
• Mohammad Ali Zamani:
Safer Human-Robot Interaction: Spoken Language-modulated Actions using
Deep Reinforcement Learning
• Asta Danauskiene, Mauricio Machado, Pinar Boyraz:
Multimodal Human Intent Recognition System for Collaborative HumanMachine Interaction
• Lukas Hindemith, Anna-Lisa Vollmer, Britta Wrede, Frank Joublin:
People use interaction patterns to teach robots
17:00 End of the Event

Organisers:
•
•
•
•

Angelo Cangelosi, University of Manchester, UK (APRIL ITN)
Stefan Wermter, University of Hamburg, Germany (SECURE ITN)
Alban Lafraquiere, SoftBank Robotics Europe (APRIL ITN)
Sven Magg, University of Hamburg, Germany (SECURE ITN)

Abstracts
Keynote Speakers:
Emre Ugur, Bogazici University, Istanbul (9:00)
Learning to IMAGINE and condition the Action Consequences in Robotic
Manipulation
Predicting the consequences of one’s own actions is an important requirement for safe human-robot collaboration
and their application to personal robotics. Neurophysiological and behavioral data suggest that human brain benefits
from internal forward models that continuously predict the outcomes of the generated motor commands for trajectory
planning, movement control, and multi-step planning. First, I will present our recent extension of propagation networks
that enable the robot to predict the effects of its actions in scenes containing articulated multi-part multi-objects. Belief
Regulated Dual Propagation Networks (BRDPN) consists of two complementary components, a physics predictor and
a belief regulator. While the former predicts the future states of the object(s) manipulated by the robot, the latter
constantly corrects the robot’s knowledge regarding the objects and their relations. Next, I will talk on our recent learning
from demonstration framework that is based on Conditioned Neural Processes. CNMPs extract the prior knowledge
directly from the training data by sampling observations from it, and uses it to predict a conditional distribution over
any other target points. CNMPs specifically learns complex temporal multi-modal sensorimotor relations in connection
with external parameters and goals; produces movement trajectories in joint or task space; and executes these trajectories
through a high-level feedback control loop. Conditioned with an external goal that is encoded in the sensorimotor space
of the robot, predicted sensorimotor trajectory that is expected to be observed during the successful execution of the
task is generated by the CNMP, and the corresponding motor commands are executed.

Michael Spranger, SONY CSL, Tokyo (13:30)
Autonomous Meaning Creation
In order to understand language, we need to understand how speakers of languages interact using language, how
they acquire language and how they change and evolve the language they are using. In this talk I will discuss prior and
recent experiments on the emergence of language within populations of robots. I will particularly talk about two types
of experiments 1) experiments on language acquisition and 2) experiments on evolution of language. In both cases, we
attempt to build social-interactionist systems with robots that mimic aspects of human communication. We are interested
in algorithms that allow a learner to acquire a particular part of language from a tutor robot, e.g. spatial language, and/or
develop a communication system completely from scratch. Importantly, in my work, language is always task specific
and typically related to achieving particular goals in the real world (or in simulation). Here, compositional meaning is a
crucial component as it allows speakers to convey new intentions easily. The talk will discuss how to model meaning,
how meaning can be acquired and how it might evolve.

Students’ presentations:
Chandrakant Bothe (10:00)
Language Learning for Safety during Human-Robot Interaction

Alessandra Rossi, Kerstin Dautenhahn, Khang Lee Koay, Michael L. Walters (10:15)
Investigating human perceptions of trust in robots for safe HRI in home
environments

Phuong D.H. Nguyen, Matej Hoffmann, Ugo Pattacini, Giorgio Metta (11:00)
Toward Robots with Peripersonal Space Representation for Adaptive Behaviors

Marie Charbonneau, Valerio Madogno, Luigi Penco, Francesco Nori, Serena Ivaldi,
Daniele Pucci (11:15):
On improving the coping capacities of whole-body controllers for humanoid robots

Francois Foerster (11:30):
Investigation on the Neuronal Mechanisms Involved in Accessing Learned
Information in the Human Brain
New challenges in cognitive robotics relate to model cognitive abilities found in biological systems. A successful
example of this inspiration is the powerful concept of affordances, that is the opportunities of action the environment
offers to an animal [1], revolutionized cognitive robotics in by-passing the problem of storing knowledge of actions in
artificial systems. The idea meant that perceptual inputs can be sufficient to estimate motor parameters [2], such as the
extraction of the geometries of a visualized ground can inform whether it is safe to step on or how possibly maintaining
balance on it.
However, studies on human cognition revealed that physical interactions with the environment cannot be based on
sensorimotor loops solely [3]. For instance, manipulating an object for its function (e.g. tool use) necessitates the access
to stored information abstracted over multiple sensorimotor experiences. Throughout experiences, cognitive agents learn
how to interact with a given object in a safe manner: how to adjust a grip to not let it slip, what graspable part is likely
harmless, and so on. Mimicking these abilities represent the most complex challenges that robotics in facing for decades.
Recent progress in cognitive neuroscience describes neural mechanisms involved in the processing of visual
affordance [4] in humans and animals. However, what mechanisms the human brain uses to access to learned action and
object representations remains unknown. Here, we suggest a theoretical framework allowing biological systems to
access stored information represented in brain cortical areas during perception and interaction with objects in the
environment. Because of their experience-dependent relationship, these object and action information are
conceptualized as ‘learned affordances’ [5]–[7].
Using an original paradigm combining virtual reality coupled with electroencephalography (EEG), we report a series
of five experiments recording the brain activities of ~160 human subjects. Results suggested that neuronal oscillations
on a specific frequency band (at around 30 Hz) encodes the retrieval of object knowledge for action during perception.
For instance, the function of an object, its name or how it is manipulated. More specifically, the automatic retrieval of
these learned information has been mostly expressed as decreases of the signal power. This means that promising
perspectives could be elaborated on these cortical signals to predict whether the brain accessed to stored information
about the environment for adaptive behaviors in multiple situations, such as interacting with objects and possibly other
humans.
We hope this investigation on the cognitive neuroscience of embodied memory and action systems in humans will
lead to novel perspectives to build artificial systems able to interact safely with objects and humans.
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Mohammad Thabet (11:45):
Sample-efficient Deep Reinforcement Learning with Imaginary Rollouts for HumanRobot Interaction
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) has proven to be a great success in allowing agents to learn complex tasks from
raw sensory information. Moreover, deep RL can be used to teach robots to interpret verbal and nonverbal cues from
humans, which is essential if robots are to be used safely in social settings or in cooperative tasks with humans. However,
the application of RL to actual robots can be prohibitively expensive, since it typically requires collecting huge amounts
of interaction data with the environment. Furthermore, the unpredictability of human behavior in human-robot
interaction tasks can hinder convergence to a good policy. Improving data efficiency for RL algorithms and the ability
to learn in stochastic environments are therefore essential if RL is to be used efficiently in robots.
To this end, an architecture has been developed that allows agents to learn models of stochastic environments and
use them to accelerate learning. Assuming that an environment model can be learned faster than an optimal policy, the
agent can learn the environment model online simultaneously with the policy, and use the former to generate synthetic
data to help learn the latter. The architecture consists of an encoder that compresses visual frames into low-dimensional
abstract state representations, an environment model that is learned in this low-dimensional latent space, and a controller
that maps these states into actions. Learning is performed from raw visual data, and the architecture assumes no prior
knowledge of the environment, requiring only that the encoder be pretrained on task relevant images.
To validate the proposed architecture, an experiment has been designed in which a robotic arm has to solve a puzzle
based on gestures made by a human. Results show that the proposed approach leads to significantly faster learning, and
that the increase in performance due to the learned environment model is proportional to the difference in complexity
between the environment dynamics and the task itself. The experiment also show that a learned environment model can
be used to generate entire optimal plans, allowing the robot to solve tasks by observing just the initial state.
For future work, verbal cues will be included along with nonverbal cues. Moreover, a measure of model uncertainty
will be used to limit the usage of synthetic data. Another important extension is to include recurrent models in the
architecture to handle environments with non-Markovian states. Finally different ways of leveraging synthetic data will
be investigated to improve data efficiency even further.

Pontus Loviken (12:00)
Fast Online Model Learning for Controlling Complex Real-World Robots
How can real robots with many degrees of freedom - without previous knowledge of themselves or their environment
- act and use the resulting observations to efficiently develop the ability to generate a wide set of useful behaviours?
This is an important question to the field of robotics, which in comparison to many other fields of computer science
usually struggle with small datasets of samples, since acquiring the data is generally both expensive and time consuming
[1-2]. So far however previous approaches are limited to cases with extensive pre-knowledge about the system, or where
the robot has only a few degrees of freedom.
This work presents a novel framework that enables physical robots with many degrees of freedom to rapidly learn
models for control from scratch. This can be done in previously inaccessible problem domains characterised by a lack
of direct mappings from motor actions to outcomes, as well as state and action spaces too large for the full forward
dynamics to be learned and used explicitly. The proposed framework is able to cope with these issues by the use of a set
of local Goal Babbling models [3-5] that maps every outcome in a low dimensional task space to a specific action,
together with a discrete higher level Reinforcement Learning model [6], that learns to navigate between the contexts
from which each Goal Babbling model can be used. The two types of models can then be learned online an in parallel,
using only the data a robot can collect by interacting with its environment.
To show the potential of the approach we present two possible implementations of the framework, over two separate
robot platforms: a simulated planar arm with up to 1,000 degrees of freedom, and a real humanoid robot with 25 degrees
of freedom. The results show that learning is rapid and essentially unaffected by the number of degrees of freedom of
the robot, allowing for the generation of complex behaviours and skills after a relatively short training time. The planar
arm is able to strategically plan series of motions in order to move its end-effector between any two parts of a crowded
environment, within 10,000 iterations. The humanoid robot is able to freely transition between states such as lying on
the back, belly, and sides, and occasionally also sitting up, within only 1,000 iterations. This corresponds to 30-60
minutes of real-world interactions.
The main contribution of this work is to provide a framework for solving a control learning problem, previously
largely unexplored with no obvious solutions, but with strong analogies to, for example, early learning of body
orientation control in infants. We examined two quite different implementations of the proposed framework, and showed
success in both cases for two different control learning problem.
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Mina Marmpena, Angelica Lim, Torbjorn S. Dahl, Nikolas Hemion (12:15)
Robotic emotional body language generation with variational autoencoders

Bahar Irfan (14:30)
Multi-modal Personalisation in Long-Term Human-Robot Interaction

Alexandre Antunes (14:45)
Hierarchical recurrent neural networks for action and language grounding

Posters:
Alexis Billier
Design of a robotic hand using the push-pull cable technology

Oksana Hagen
Automatic discovery of priors for robotic learning

Egor Lakomkin
Spoken Emotion Recognition with Deep Neural Networks for Human-Robot Interaction
In the near future, robots will become common in home environments given recent advances in the fields of robotics,
computer science, and machine learning. There are few challenges that are yet to be addressed to make robots our fulltime companions: hardware limitations that currently restrict robots usage to laboratory conditions and software
limitations that bias robots behavior to predefined scripts. Both of these affect the scalability of robots applications to
real-life conditions. In this research, we focus on human-robot interaction, specifically on detecting potentially
dangerous situations by analyzing acoustic information. For example, given an utterance identify if a person is excited
or frustrated at the particular point of interaction. Speaker’s affective state recognition is valuable information for
developing human-robot interaction systems: for instance, robot’s next action can be conditioned on the human’s
emotion state or detecting emotions like anger can be a clue for an unsafe situation.
I identify three main directions in my research: 1) features and signal representations learning for speech emotion
recognition (SER) task. 2) investigation of neural architectures which allow robust to an internal robot's and an
environmental noise emotion recognition 3) research on the methods and approaches to incorporate information
contained in modalities other than auditory to improve speech emotion recognition. For example, linguistic analysis of
a spoken text can help in difficult situations when analyzing only the acoustic signal is not enough to infer an affective
state of the speaker.
I evaluate several dual architectures which integrate representations of the automatic speech recognition (ASR)
neural network: a fine-tuning and a progressive network. The fine-tuning architecture reuses features learned by the
recurrent layers of a speech recognition network and can use them directly for emotion classification. Our experiments
on the IEMOCAP dataset show state-of-the-art performance in the accuracy and F1-score over the baseline recurrent
neural network which is trained end-to-end for emotion recognition. Preliminary results were published and presented
at the IJCNLP 2017 conference, followed by a journal submission with extended results and experiments. In addition,
the importance of using speech recognition hypothesis for affective state recognition was presented at the ICRA 2019
conference.
Typically emotion recognition models start processing at the end of each utterance, which not only requires a
mechanism to detect the end of an utterance but also makes it difficult to use them in a real-time communication scenario.
We propose the EmoRL model that triggers an emotion classification as soon as it gains enough confidence while
listening to a person speaking. As a result, we minimize the need for segmenting the audio signal for classification and
achieve around 50% latency reduction as the audio signal is processed incrementally. The results will be presented at
the ICRA 2018 conference (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js_TCxl_wF4).
We evaluate the robustness of state-of-the-art neural acoustic emotion recognition models in human-robot interaction
scenarios. We observe a significant degradation in performance of neural models trained on datasets like IEMOCAP
and afterwards evaluated on a real iCub Robot in the unobserved environment. We conduct several experiments and
propose several ways to reduce the gap between the model's performance during training and testing in real-world
conditions. The results were published at the IROS 2018 conference.
In this research, several methods and approaches were proposed and evaluated for robust emotion recognition for
human-robot interaction. There are several challenges that are yet to be addressed: data efficiency of deep neural models,
speech recognition in noisy far-field scenarios and learning emotion recognition on-line with partial feedback from
human or sparse labels.

Gregorios Skaltsas
Can Human Physiological Data be used to Safely Adapt Robot Behaviour
a) Research and Professional Development
Attendance of SECURE project conferences and workshops except for one. University of Hertfordshire (UH)
development seminars and tutorials were also attended. A two weeks summer school focused on advanced statistics and
machine learning was attended during summer of 2016 in Madrid, Spain (http://www.dia.fi.upm.es/?q=es/node/275).
Two secondments took place. One where an industry-based human-robot interaction (HRI) experiment was setup and
executed in the warehouse of OCADO (ocado.com) in Hatfield UK and the resulting recorded data was analyzed in
Switzerland at École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (epfl.ch) as well as by remote collaboration. The second was
the organization of an HRI experiment at Technical University of Vienna (tuwien.ac.at) which involved PEPER robot
(softbankrobotics.com). Machine learning and statistics, networking and ethical hacking, sensor fusion (udemy.com)
and free Matlab/ Python classes were also taken.
b) Research Topic Selection
The selection of the research topic combined data acquisition from multiple sources, data analysis, robot programming,
human bio-signals. Methods that were recently and concurrently being investigated by researchers but without in-depth
and conclusive findings were chosen and focus was given in the investigation of how the measurements may vary over
time. Therefore, how habituation patterns are expressed in terms of stress response during HRI is one of the main
research questions.
The title given so far is: “Can Human Physiological Data be used to Safely Adapt Robot Behaviour?”. In my approach,
one of the parameters the robot uses as feedback from the user is the user’s stress levels. Stress detection is based on the
user’s physiological responses comprising mostly of galvanic skin response (GSR), heart-rate measurements and eyetracking.
c) Experimental Setup and Results Analysis
There have been so far two experiments run. Both had as their main element the robot approaching the human participant
in different speeds. This was implemented by following a trajectory that might be perceived as risky at some point for
the task’s successful execution or the robot’s capability to localize or to stop at the right distance when reaching the
human. The participants were split in groups that were experiencing four different scenarios in a different order in both
experiments.
The analysis consists of analysis of the data obtained in relation to specific events. Standard signal processing rules and
statistical processing are applied for the analysis of the results.
d) Current Findings and Scientific Publications
Current findings are under continuous revision and an upcoming publication is being prepared summarizing the findings
of both experiments run. There seems to be a seasonal variation of the stress signals of the humans, as well as discreet
variations in the perception of the robot’s movement depending on the participants’ acquaintance with the technology.
Stress seems to be rising upon an event anticipation. However, it seems to be rising again if the intensity of the events
is rising after a gradual drop.
Currently participated in the publication submitted to RoMAN 2019 titled “Evaluation of an Industrial Robotic Assistant
in an Ecological Environment” which is related to the activities of my first secondment as described above.
e) Future Work
The future work planned is one or more small scale experiments to verify specific results, submission of the paper in
preparation to a peer-reviewed journal or conference and the write-up of the thesis required for the completion of the
PhD.

Mohammad Ali Zamani, Sven Magg, Cornelius Weber, Stefan Wermter
Safer Human-Robot Interaction: Spoken Language-modulated Actions using Deep
Reinforcement Learning

Asta Danauskiene, Mauricio Machado, Pinar Boyraz
Multimodal Human Intent Recognition System for Collaborative Human-Machine
Interaction
Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Mechanics and Maritime Sciences (M2),
412 96, Göteborg, Sweden
Abstract
Purpose:
This study focuses on developing an open source platform for multimodal human intent recognition
investigating the electrical brain activity, eye gaze and pupil behavior in the scope of goal-directed movement
intention recognition for human-machine interaction applications. Previous studies support that the
electroencephalography (EEG) data is suitable for early motion recognition and prediction and the pupil size
changes correlate with the difficulty of the task. However, few studies have investigated neural correlates of
goal-directed and no-goal movements as well as the correlation between the pupil changes, EEG data and
hand motion. We aim to uncover these correlations and obtain a multi-modal intent recognition system that
can be utilized for collaborative tasks where human and robots interact for better performance in terms of
speed and accuracy.
Methodology:
We designed a set of cue-based movement experiments that include (i) changing goal, (ii) repeating goal
and (iii) no-goal scenarios which involve tracking tasks, performed in collaboration with a robot. The results
were analyzed using multimodal data, regarding movement related cortical potentials (MRCP) and event
related spectral perturbation (ERSP) of EEG data, evoked pupil response, eye-gaze movement patterns as
well as binary goal\no-goal classification of the data and correlation between different bio-signals.
Results:
Our results indicate that changing goal-directed movements are distinguishable from no-goal movements in
EEG data in both temporal and time-frequency domains, when performing the task with a passive robot.
Collaborative robot experiments showed great inter-subject variability, therefore need to be further
investigated. No correlation between evoked pupil response and MRCP was found in this study, however
results suggest a correlation between MRCP and motion velocity profile.
Original Value:
This study proposes an open-source data collection method utilizing Lab Streaming Layer enabling multimodal data collection that can be used to investigate human intent recognition. All the hardware utilized also
feature open-source and modular structures such as open-source eye-tracking and equipment from PupilLabs and open-source BCI (brain-computer-interface). In addition to this contribution towards open-science,
connecting all state-of-the-art low-cost and open sources, the work involves preliminary investigation of
automatic recognition of goal vs. non-goal actions of humans while collaborating with a 3DOF SCARA robot
arm. The efforts spent in designing the intent recognition system also revealed weak or strong correlations
between eye movement (i.e. gaze) patterns, EEG related data and action/motion metrics such as velocity.
Although it cannot be firmly confirmed, we also observed and reported the effects of ‘learning’ in the action
parameters in the repeated tasks which could be utilized for educational robotic tools to enhance learning in
child development or rehabilitation of recovering adult patients after a neurological disruption to their motorskills.

Keywords: Safe Human-Robot Interaction, Human Intent Recognition, Collaborative HMI, Goal-Directed
Movement, Movement Prediction, Gaze Tracking, Pupillometry, BCI.
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